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All investing involves risk including loss of principal. No strategy assures success or protects against loss. 
There is no guarantee that a diversified portfolio will enhance overall returns

or outperform a non-diversified portfolio. Diversification does not protect against market risk.

Content in this material is for general information only and not intended to provide 
specific advice or recommendations, or a substitute for specific individualized tax or legal advice 

for any individual. We suggest that you discuss your specific situation with a qualified tax or legal advisor. 
No strategy assures success or protects against loss



Money won’t guarantee happiness, 
but it can help you do the things 
YOU want to do
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Sticky Note
Money can’t guarantee happiness, but it sure helps.   It can help you do the things you want to do. For those that ascribe the to FIRE acronym (Financial Independence Retire Early) I’ve seen it done. I’ve seen people achieve financial independence by 40 years of age.  This is what we’ll be talking about today among other things.  
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Contribution Early Bird Procrastinator

First 10 Years $5,000 $0

Next 20 Years $0 $5,000

Total Contribution $50,000 $100,000

Value at end 
of 30 Years $224,044 $194,963

Procrastination 
carries a high cost

Assumes a 6% compounded rate of return. 

Day late and a dollar short
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Day late and a dollar short. Here we have a hypothetical example of an early bird and a procrastinator.  The middle column the early bird saves $5,000 a year for the first 10 years with a total savings of $50,000. The procrastinator doesn’t save anything for the first ten years but saves $5,000 a year for the next twenty for a total savings of $100,000. The early bird put away $50,00 and the procrastinator put away $100,000.  At the end of 30 years at 6% compounded rate of return virtually the same, with the procrastinator coming out $30,000 less.  I hope this illustrates the point money won’t buy happiness, but it sure helps and if you do it early and often it can make a huge difference Why not be in a position at age 40 or 45, or even earlier, to be able to make career decisions of I go to work because I want to not because I have to. 
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The Rule of 72 is based on a hypothetical illustration and it is not guaranteed. It does not represent performance of any specific 
product and therefore there is no assurance that investments would double within a specific timeframe. 
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Rule of 72: How long it will take to double your money?
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This is concerning the rule of 72. How long does it take to double your money? Someone came up with the rule of 72 a long time ago. You take 72 and divide it by an interest rate and it equals approximately the number of years before you double your money. If you look at the top, 10% interest rate, 72/10 is 7.2 years to double your money. At 3% 72/3 is 40 so it would take 40 years to double your money.  This is just a way to gauge how long before your money would double.



Inflation at work
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Inflation at work. We don’t think of it often because it’s been mild. It’s been back into the news lately.  Look at postage stamps back in 1980 it was 15 cents in 1990 it was 25 cents and in 2020 55 cents. There was just a proposal for postage for first class mail going to 58 cents. We know it’s in the medical field with healthcare costs rising.  We see it rising at about 6% on average. There is inflation out there.  Just think of cornflakes, while the price may not have risen the amount you get has decreased. It has also been done with paper towels and tissues.  Look at gas in 1980 $1.25, 1990 $1.16, while it dipped to 2.11 in 2020, around the Chicago land area it’s about 43.59. Inflation eats into returns over time.  That’s called inflation rate risk. 
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Source: 6-month CD rate, FDIC.gov Sept. 16 2019. Tax rates are the median rate for married filing jointly–Tax Foundation. Inflation–Consumer 
price index, Bureau of Labor Statistics, September 2019.
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The impact of taxes and inflation. In a long-drawn-out explanation, we’re trying to figure out the real rate of return. This is an example.  Let’s look at 1980, inflation was high.  Inflation was about 14%, so if we have CD rates in the left most bar of 12.94% (which we can’t get these rates today) then we subtract taxes and subtract inflation we end up with a negative real rate of return of -4.57%.  Now we can look at the year 2000 and then 2019.  If we look at 2019, CDs aren’t paying much only .38% further taking out taxes and inflation we end up again at a negative real rate of return of -1.43%.  Our job to help people for financial independence purposes is to have a positive real rate of return of 2 to 4%.  If we do that consistently you will do extremely well. 
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Taxable Tax-free Tax-deferred

Traditional IRA

Checking Accounts Roth 401(k)*
Roth 403 (b)*

Simple/SEP IRAReal Estate Municipal Bond** Interest

Cash Value Life 
Insurance***

Annuities
Savings Bonds

401(k) plan
403(b) plan

457 plan

Roth IRA*
Brokerage Accounts

* If a distribution is nonqualified, the earnings will be subject to income tax. Nonqualified distributions may be subject to a 10% penalty.
** Municipal bond interest is generally income-tax free but exceptions apply.
*** Distributions from a life insurance policy through withdrawals of certain policy values (up to cost basis) and loans are generally not taxed as income 
provided certain premium limits are followed which prevent a policy from becoming a modified endowment contract (MEC). Distributions taken during 
the first fifteen years may be subject to tax. Loans and withdrawals will generally reduce the cash value available and death benefit payable. If policy loans 
are taken, there may be income tax consequences if the policy lapses, is surrendered or exchanged. If the policy has not performed as expected and to 
avoid a policy lapse, distributions may need to be reduced, stopped and/or premium payments may need to be resumed.

Tax Diversification
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Tax diversification in a perfect world we don’t just diversify asset classes we also diversify by time period and tax treatment.  A taxable account would be like a checking account, brokerage account. Places where you’ve already paid taxes on the money and reinvested in the bank, brokerage account, or real estate. Tax free, you’ve already paid taxes on the account, it grows tax free and when you take it out you don’t have to pay taxes.  A Roth IRA, 401k or 403 B would all be tax free.  Other examples would be municipal bonds, interest can be not only federally tax free but also state and local tax free. There’s also cash value life insurance. Under current law there’s a way to create a Roth like type of account. Tax deferred is very common. With a 401k plan every time you put money in from your paycheck it goes in on a pretax basis. It also grows tax free but when pull it out it’s taxable. In a perfect world you would not only diversify by allocation but also by time and ultimately tax treatment. If you could get a third a third and a third, that would be the best of all worlds.  
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How do you see your future being financial 
independent?

What are some thoughts or concerns you 
have for it

Use the provided worksheet to help 
organize your thoughts

Envision your future
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Envision your future.  We talked early in chapter one about setting goals. Setting goals helps us figure out where you want to go, what is the plan, how do we create a plan, and how does it feel?  If you do some envision exercises, where are you living, how much do you need to live on, your thoughts and concerns. It’s very powerful if you start writing down your goals. It helps your brain start to process these goals and solve for the problem. We have a worksheet you can use to start thinking about what your retirement might look like.  
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